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Jim Moore of Lake Tahoe's North Shore 
Adventures is a certified AMGA, PSIA, and 
WSUPA guide. He tested our new Adrenaline 
Fusiontec skins and is now using and 
recommending the product as his everyday skin.

MONTANA Fusiontec skins for Professionals

Jim Moore

His story:

I got a chance to try out the skins in different conditions during my 
"research" of a few different aspects and zones and was pleasantly 
surprised.

They were put to the test in a variety of snow conditions from powder 
to melt/freeze to windpack to sastrugi and were up to the test through 
multiple transitions. The glide was fine and the grip was fantastic, 
even on a too steep, too icy skin track. The ease of use was 
impressive, from cutting them to size to the unique tip connection that 
even has one of my initials on it. I'll be able to interchange them from 
ski to ski with 3 different sizes in my quiver. One problem I have here 
in the Sierra is "glopping" as the sun warms the snow, 

  but there was not a moment when snow stuck to the skins, which
  is a big plus over other brands I use. 

The next question will be durability, but I'll be using them and 
recommending the product as my everyday skin for the rest of the 
season so we'll find out soon enough. 

Thanks again,
Jim Moore

Update May 2022
I’ve been doing some product testing for skins this winter and now, in 
the middle of May, I think we have a winner: 

  MONTANA skins have out-performed Ascension, Pomoca, Black 
  Diamond, and G3. Thanks for the product… I depend on it.

Jim Moore
AMGA Certified ski guide
Owner / guide


